U.S. Department of Transportation/Volpe Center
MEDIA RELEASE FORM
Transportation Technology Tournament
1. I ______________________________(printed name), a representative of
______________________________(printed name of institution),
irrevocably grant to the U.S. Department of Transportation, its subsidiary
agencies, affiliated laboratories, its licensees, successors and assigns, and those
acting with its authority, and more specifically, to the Volpe Center (hereinafter
collectively referred to as “DOT”), permission for use of my application and
presentation materials (PowerPoint slides, PDFs, images, text and information
contained therein), my image, likeness and sound of my voice as recorded on
audio/video tape or in digital format by the DOT or its contractor while
participating in the Transportation Technology Tournament sponsored by DOT
without payment or any other consideration and waive any rights to ownership
thereto.
2. I herein recognize the DOT’s legal rights to reproduce, copy, modify, create
derivative works, in whole or in part, or to otherwise use the Photographic or
Electronic Reproductions or any parts thereof in combination with or as a
composite of other material (hereinafter, collectively, the “Works”) for any
purpose whatsoever, and
3. I authorize the DOT to display, perform, exhibit, transmit or broadcast the Works
by any means known or hereafter to become known.
4. I hereby waive all rights and release and discharge any person, organization,
agency or representative of the DOT from, and shall neither sue nor bring any
proceeding against any such parties for, any claim, demand, or cause of action
whether now known or unknown for defamation, invasion of right to privacy,
publicity or personality or any similar matter, or based upon or relating to the use
or exploitation of the Works.
5. There is no time limit on the validity of this release nor is there any geographic
limitation on where the Works may be distributed.
Agreed and accepted by:
PRINT NAME: ___________________________________________________
Signature and Date: ________________________________________________
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